
Spiderweb Discussion 1

The Video

After Video, here are some ideas for discussion.

 What is Privilege?  Should people feel guilty for their Privilege?

 “Nothing you have done has put you in the lead right now”  What does this comment 
mean to you?

 How can this video apply to Greg and Mike?  Why did one win the race and not the 
other?

Still need some ideas for discussion?  Look at some of the comments on the video 
and talk about them

Comment 1  Take two steps forward if you have and can keep a job. Take two steps 
forward if you obey the law. Take two steps forward if you have respect for others of any
color. Take two steps forward if you are tired of liberals trying to make you feel guilty of 
the first 6 steps

 Comment 2  Why is it my Privilege that my parents stayed together?? Why is it a privilege 
that my dad married my mom and worked hard to provide for his family? If your mother slept 
around and got knocked up and your father was a piece of shit and didn't take his responsibility 
of being a father serious... then How is that a privilege?? Why is that a someone elses fault?

 Comment 3 I’ll be damned if you or anyone else tries to make me feel bad or call me 
privileged. You can keep your excuses and embrace the victim mentality or you can rise
above it. I know what I’m doing. You decide who takes those next two steps. Keep your 
guilt. I’ll keep my determination...

Comment 4  you had an advantage that some others don't. This shows why government 
agencies that help people are important so they have access to things that can help them succeed 
too. It’s about recognizing that people who have had advantages and used them could try and 
give to the community of people that didn't get those advantages

 Comment 5 When all those people stepped forward for the private education and a tutor I 
knew it was a wealth privilege. They stuffed it full of rich white people. I certainly can't relate to 
their childhoods

Comment 6  I grew up in Detroit and went to Public school. There were no “privileges “.
Most finished school, went to college in the city, paid for it ourselves, and several of my 
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classmates became doctors, like myself! White, black, or green, It only takes hard work!
Not privileges!


